UNIVERSITY OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
Degree Candidates and/or Graduates for Term 202250
State of New Hampshire

NH-Merrimack County

Allenstown
Madeleine R Lapierre (BSME)

Andover
Matthew Philip Bent (BA)
Ryan James Gotthardt (BS)

Bow
Katelyn Marie Bara (BS)
Samuel Richard Berube (BS)
Benjamin T Boisvert (BS)
James David Colquitt (BSENSC)
Caitlin M Craven (BA)
Abigail Sean Johnson-Rienert (BS)
Julia M Landcastle (BS)
Justin Makoto Leach (MS)
Kevin Anthony Maher (MBA)
John William McCarte (BS)
Mariana Kristine Mielcarz (MED)
Hunter G Remick (BSCS)
Grace Mae Rose (BA)
Savannah Grace Twombly (BS)
Jack Wixson (BS)

Bradford
Sarah Rachael Clark (BS)

Canterbury
Amelia Kotusky (BS)
Kami Ryanne Peterson (BA)
Quinn Aileen Poole (BS)
Jack Ryan Sampo (BS)
Katherine Alexina Wieck (BSESCI)

Chichester
Kindyl True Alfonso (BS)
Frank Edwin Harrison (MED)

Concord
Jasper James Anderson (BSCIVE)
Winsor Frederick Bean (BS)
Spencer Liam Burgess (MS)
Patrick James Cotton (BS)
Joseph Vincent D’alessandro (MED)
Nolan E Davis (BS)
Thomas William Dean (BA)
Emma Grace Denis (BS)
Nathan Matthew Doane (BS)
Riley Nicholas Drew (BSME)
Eli Mathias Duggan (BSBE)
Connor Y Dupuis (BS)

Magna Cum Laude
Cum Laude
Summa Cum Laude
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Concord

Emma Rylee Dusavitch (BS)
Nicholas William Ewert (BS)
Trevor Robert Fenoff (MS)
Benjamin Scott Fletcher (BA)
Kristi Fogwell (MBA)
Nicholas Curtin French (BA)
Demetrios Andreas Galatis (BSEE) Cum Laude
Mark Wiley Guerrera (BA) Magna Cum Laude
Tiffany K Hodkinson (BS) Cum Laude
Tevis Caroline Keach (BS)
Lila D Khanal (BS) Cum Laude
Rachel Elizabeth Lewis (BS) Summa Cum Laude
Cait Reilly McAllister (BS) Summa Cum Laude
Christopher Mead (MS)
David J Milliken (BA) Magna Cum Laude
Aidan Patrick O’herrn (BS)
Olivia Joy Patterson (BS) Summa Cum Laude
Brendan Michael Pearl (BS)
Joseph Planchet (BS) Summa Cum Laude
Emily Elizabeth Roy (BS) Summa Cum Laude
Andrew Joseph Saffian (BS) Summa Cum Laude
Dasha Savelieva (BS) Cum Laude
Eflatun Shtino (BS)
Orianne Joy Sinclair (BSIT) Summa Cum Laude
Mkhayla Diane Singer (BA) Cum Laude
Kira Alexi Smith (BS) Cum Laude
Logan J Starkey (BA)
Julia Elizabeth Terrel (BS)
Kaitlyn Vanbennekeum (MS)
Marielle Louise Webster (MS)
Brooke Lauren Wheeler (BS) Cum Laude

Contoocook

Alexander Michael Beckwith (MS)
Corey Sylvain Breault (BSME)
Emily M Ehrmanntraut (BSET) Cum Laude
Carter R Haley (BS)

Danbury

Nicholas Michael Green (BSCENG)

Dunbarton

Adam Antonio Denoncour (MPA)
Chiara Olivia Petretta (BS) Cum Laude

Elkins

Carly Isabell Prescott (MPP)

Epsom

Macey Elizabeth Cotnoir (BS)
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Epsom
Emily Taylor Duffy (BS) Cum Laude
Jocelyn Paige Therrien (BS) Summa Cum Laude
Katelyn M Young (BS)

Franklin
Courtney Raven Defosses (BS)
Thomas James Walker (BSET) Magna Cum Laude

Henniker
Stella L Aucoin (BS) Magna Cum Laude
Emily Georgianna Claire (MED)
Myah Leigh Kerbyson (BS) Summa Cum Laude
Alexandra Danielle Knapton (BA) Cum Laude
Brandon Robert Langdon (BS)
Miranda Windish Ryan (BA) Summa Cum Laude
Connor James Young (BS)

Hill
Connor Gerard Smith (BSET)

Hooksett
Seth Thomas Aumann (BS)
Amanda Kelley Bouchard (MS)
Allison Lynn Croteau (BSBE)
Jada Skye Duvert (BA)
Amanda L Hebert (BS)
Connor Jenkins (BS)
Katelyn G Leger (BA) Summa Cum Laude
Sean Thomas Miclette (BS) Summa Cum Laude
Reese Popkin (BS) Magna Cum Laude
Julia Kathryn Preston (BS) Cum Laude
Aashaya Rajbhandari (BA) Summa Cum Laude
Kendra Nicole Roux (BS) Magna Cum Laude
Taylor Ashley Wilder (BS) Summa Cum Laude

Hopkinton
Jalen Galan (BSME)
Ivan Zhalkovsky (BS)

Loudon
Kathryn Ingerson (BM) Summa Cum Laude
Hannah Joann Paul (BA) Summa Cum Laude
Anna M Pollak (BS) Magna Cum Laude

Newbury
Jared Evans Fortier (BSCENG) Summa Cum Laude
Zachary John Goin (BSCIVE) Cum Laude
Matthew Charles Noyer (BSCHE) Summa Cum Laude

New London
Benjamin Boulton (BS) Summa Cum Laude
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New London
Olivia Nicole MacKenzie (BS)  Magna Cum Laude

North Sutton
Any Kristey Ortakales (BA)  Magna Cum Laude

Pembroke
Kaitlin Boyer (BS)  Magna Cum Laude
Emma Catherine Daley (BA)
Joshua Alexander Dion (BS)  Cum Laude
Kariana Leila Ebel (BS)
Avery Albin Gamache (BS)  Magna Cum Laude
Haley A Royce (BSBE)  Cum Laude
Hannah Grace Serafin (BS)  Summa Cum Laude
Tyler David Smart (BS)  Cum Laude

Penacook
Rachel D Bidwell (BA)
Madyn Foster Kenney (MPH)
Jennifer Ann McCarthy (MED)

Pittsfield
Brittney M Andrews (BS)  Cum Laude
Jacey Lynn Darrah (MBA)
Jolene Qinshan Wood (BS)  Magna Cum Laude

Salisbury
William Alden Dipre (BSPHYS)

South Sutton
Sann Avril Prak (BS)

Warner
Kelsie Cesarini (MS)

Webster
Shawnna Bowman (MPA)
Elahna Rose Gingrich (BS)  Cum Laude
Lazaros Nikolos Tsaros (BA)

Wilmot
Nicole Milena Brooks (BM)  Cum Laude